Endowment to help Hispanic Catholics in United States

By COLLEEN GANNON
News Writer

Notre Dame's Cushwa Center for the Study of American Catholicism has received a $294,000 grant from the Lilly Endowment to study Hispanic Catholics in the 20th century in the United States.

"The history of Hispanics in this country has not been studied enough," said Assistant Director of the Cushwa Center Jaime Vidal.

Vidal, a historical theologian educated at Fordham University, will direct this study to concentrate on Hispanic history and language. "You cannot get solutions that will work if you don't know what the history has been that produced the current situation," said Vidal.

The assimilation of Hispanics into the American Church is a situation of particular interest to Vidal. "It is a problem for the American Church because it has to deal with these people. It is a problem for Hispanics because they have to deal with this church," he said.

With the end of national parishes, the Hispanics had difficulties with instant assimilation into the Catholic Church. The Hispanics have their own language and culture which they will not abandon. Demographers' predictions that half of the Catholics in the United States will be Hispanic in the near future challenge the American Church to find a place for Hispanic culture.

According to Vidal, the Cushwa Center had been previously conducting a study on American parishes and the Hispanic issue continuously surfaced. This led the Center to make a proposal to the Lilly Foundation in order to conduct a study on Hispanics.

The Lilly Endowment Inc. is an Indianapolis-based, private charitable foundation. The Lilly Endowment supports the causes of religion, education, and community development.

The study will produce three volumes on the three major Hispanic groups. The first two volumes will concentrate on Hispanic history from 1960-1965. The third volume will deal with post-1965, perspectives for the future, and certain themes.

The volumes will contain essays by experts in each particular field. Vidal will author the essay on Puerto Ricans. "There is a tremendous amount of sociology being done in this area, but hardly any history," said Vidal. He said, "One of the big problems we have is simply that the history of Hispanics in this country have not been researched and written. So very often what people are doing is based on guesswork." According to Vidal, the three volumes will serve anyone who seriously wants to find out what really is there. "What is needed is the conclusion the reader will draw from the facts," he said.

Year's first campus blood drive begins today at ACC

By JEFF CABOTAJE
News Writer

The first campus blood drive of the year begins today from 3-6 p.m. in the Joyce Athletic Convocation Center near the pro-shop.

The goal of the drive is to meet St. Joseph's County's needs through donations from the University. "There is no substitute for human blood," said Rebecca Baumann, the blood donor recruitment manager of the South Bend Medical Foundation (SBMF).

"To ensure that people in St. Joseph County have blood when they need it, we need volunteer blood donors," she said.

Baumann says she expects this year's blood drive to be as successful as last year's, in which students, staff, and faculty donated 1500 pints of blood.

Baumann said that the blood donated today will be distributed to the hospitals in St. Joseph's County, which needs approximately 40-50 pints a day. In the county, 48 percent of the population are eligible as blood donors, yet only 3.5 percent actually donate, according to Baumann.

"It (Notre Dame) is a really nice resource for the community. A proportionally higher percentage is donated by ND students to serve St. Joseph's County residents," noted Baumann.

The main donors for this drive will be the hockey team. Coach Richard Schafer worked with the Central Blood Bank to bring the drive back this year. Last year, a blood drive sponsored by the hockey team was cancelled due to a break out of measles and resultant vaccinations.

Madeleine Filipino student from the militant League of Filipino Students, wearing skeletal masks, display anti-American military base posters during a protest outside the American embassy in Manila Monday. The future of six U.S. military installations will be decided when talks begin September 17.
INSIDE COLUMN

Men can learn from Year of Women

For those of you who haven't yet heard, the officially designated Year of Women at Notre Dame University begins this fall. This celebration will allow those of my gender (males) to re-think their attitudes and behaviors.

There is no question that there are problems in the relations between men and women here at ND. A report issued by student government last year noted that our society is more accepting of gender stereotypes, and a general lack of interaction between male and female students.

Recent evidence indicates that these problems may stem from differences in the way men and women communicate.

Deborah Tannen is the author of a book entitled "You Just Don't Understand," which documents the differences between the male and female culture in our society. Women, Tannen concludes, grow up in a different culture from men.

For example, Tannen says little girls usually have one best friend, who they play with indoors in sedate activities. Their "play" communication consists of sharing secrets, which creates bonds of friendship.

Little boys, on the other hand, are encouraged to play outdoors in groups. Their "play" communication consists of using words to establish a hierarchy among their peers.

These differences in communication styles begin before boys and girls can ordinarily get. In a male dominated society it's important for men to make an effort to understand what it means to be a woman. Let's use this Year of Women to mend that more emphasis should go to gender studies programs at ND.

Joe Moody
Roemer discusses need for student awareness

By CHRIS WILKINSON
News Writer

Giving back to the community is the driving force behind the campaign of Tim Roemer, the Democratic Congressional candidate from the third Indiana Congressional district.

If elected, Roemer would represent Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College, which are included in Indiana's third district.

As part of his campaign against incumbent Congressman John Hiler, Roemer spoke as a guest of the Dillon Hall Lecture Series. During his talk he spelled out his campaign platform, but also stressed the need for Notre Dame students to become involved and aware of public service.

Roemer, a Notre Dame graduate, touched upon many of today's concerns including education, health care, the environment and civil rights.

In the field of education, he said he would like to see more funds made available to qualified students. He would encourage businesses to make more apprenticeships and scholarships available. Roemer also believes that a fair balance of grants and loans must be found for the middle-class student. For Roemer, "money is a priority." The fact that 12 million children and 37 million adults in this country do not receive adequate health services is of concern to Roemer. He is also worried about senior citizens who do not receive proper nutrition because of cuts in nutrition programs. Roemer said, "we can do better as a people who care about senior citizens and young people."

Roemer stressed to those in attendance that they are the "hope in the future." He spoke of the environment and civil rights and stressed the need for active participation from this generation of students. Roemer believes that "over the last ten years...we've lost ground on civil rights," and encouraged everyone to take responsibility.

Roemer said that if things seem tough, we all must remember that "we can climb this mountain together...if you get involved, if you make it your battle too...together we can do it."

When asked about the money for his proposals, Roemer responded that the government does not necessarily need to raise taxes. He said that new programs that use existing money more wisely need to be established.

On world politics, specifically the Persian Gulf, Roemer said that he supported President George Bush's actions. He encouraged the United States to take a lead in making the United Nations a more effective power in the world. He would like to see the U.S. and the Soviet Union acting together in the Gulf, and hopes that Japan can be made to carry a larger share of the financial burden resulting from the Gulf crisis.

After receiving an undergraduate degree from the University of California, Roemer attended Notre Dame's graduate school. While at Notre Dame, he served as assistant rector of Grace hall. He has worked for Indiana Congressman John Brademas and Arizona Senator Dennis DeConcini in Washington D.C.

Democratic Congressional candidate Tim Roemer speaks with ND students (from left to right) Kevin Gruben and Travis Paivik at the Dillon Hall Lecture Series last night. Notre Dame and Saint Mary's college are included in the third district, which Roemer, an ND alumnus, would represent if elected to office.

---

TONIGHT

African Cultural & Musical Evening

African Rhythms and Dances by the Jeke Band of Chicago
Stepan Center 7:30 pm free of charge

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

Panel Discussion & Reception

Recent Political Developments in Southern Africa

Engineering Auditorium 7:30 pm
Senate approves appointees

By PETER AMEND
News Writer

The Student Senate approved an amendment to the undergraduate constitution this week. The amendment states that in the absence of a class officer, the president of the Student Senate will hold that officer's position.

The Senate approved Judicial Coordinator Vinny Sanchez's choice of review board appointees, which are listed below.

The faculty appointees are:
- Katharina Blackstead, associate librarian
- Angie Chambrie, assistant dean, Freshman Year of Studies
- Joseph Huesner, librarian
- John Robinson, director of Thomas J. White Center on Law and Government

The administrative appointees are:
- Marilyn Bury, assistant director, Career and Placement Services
- Father Thomas King, rector, Zahm Hall
- Sister Maureen Minihane, rector, Siegfried Hall
- Robert Mundy, assistant director, Undergraduate Admissions

The Student Senate approved the student appointees, not approved by Senate, are:
- Melissa Smith
- Laura Kirchofer
- Victor DeFrancis
- The fourth student has not yet been appointed.

Housekeepers honored with cake and punch

By MEGAN JUNUS
News Writer

The National Executive Housekeepers Association is sponsoring National Housekeepers' week from September 9-15.

Joe Couch, Executive Housekeeper of the Norris Inn, said, "This is a full week to thank housekeepers for a job well done. This week just shows a bit of appreciation." Cake and punch will be served at the Norris Inn in honor of housekeepers.

Couch said the purpose of this week is to help build the morale of housekeepers and to keep a positive outlook on such a necessary job. "Without housekeepers, a hotel would be unable to exist," Couch said.

This is the first year in which this occasion has been celebrated on campus. Couch said that it will be a pleasant surprise to the housekeepers.

"I don't think they know much about it," Couch said.

National Housekeepers' Week has existed since 1930, when Margaret Barnes founded the National Executive Housekeepers Association in New York City.

Housekeepers' Week is sponsored by the National Executive Housekeepers Association.

ND Law 'neutral' on abortion

By PETER AMEND
News Writer

Notre Dame Law School agrees with the America Board Association's revised stance of neutrality on the abortion issue.

The ABA's House of Delegates, a body within the ABA that represents the many components of the association, which voted February to be in favor of abortion rights. ND Law School threatened to withdraw their faculty membership if the ABA did not rescind their position by the next ABA convention, which was held in August.

In a speech given at the ABA Convention by the David Link, dean of the Notre Dame Law School, said: "As an organization, we will have taken a position that is contrary to many dissenting voices in the organization—voices that emanate from sincere religious, scientific, medical and personal convictions. If we quiet those voices of dissent by prematurely becoming an organizational partisan, we will have made this an inappropriate place to continue the discussions of all of the important issues underlying 106C (their Pre-Choice stance)."

Link said the ABA is "the spokesperson for the legal profession and if it files a brief before the Supreme Court on any subject, it should show some weight."

Link is on the board of a national organization, which deals specifically with the issue of abortion. He said there is not enough of a consensus within the ABA on abortion yet and therefore a stance of neutrality is appropriate.

"I would be just as worried about this (taking a specific stance on abortion) if they would come out with a position that I agreed with," said Link. "I think they should do that as individuals, until such a time when there is a consensus within the ABA."

Fernand Dutile, associate dean of the law school, said the ABA should not have taken an institutional position to begin with.

Campus Ministry and You

Want to be on National TV? Here's your chance!

On September 20, 1990, 2:30 PM
Live Interactive Video Conference:
"Related, Roomated: Peered and Paired"

Campus Ministry invites you to join us at the telephone end of a live, retelevised call-in show.

The show originates in Washington, D.C. and features Fr. Steve Newton, C.S.C. of the Campus Ministry staff. He will be giving a presentation on relationships and would like you to call in your questions, right during the show!

Interested? Give Campus Ministry a call at 239-7800 and reserve a place for the live viewing. Then get your friends to watch you on videotape at a later date! More information next week, but call now!

UPCOMING EVENTS

Sacred Heart
Church Mass:
Saturday, Sept. 15
5:00pm Rev.
Daniel Jenky, CSC;
Sunday, Sept. 16
10:00 am Bishop
John D'Arcy,
11:45am Rev.
Daniel Jenky, CSC

Sunday September 16 - 7pm in the ND
Room of LaFortune:
Information on Confirmation
Garba: Sanctions are good
U.N. President delivers press conference

By L. PETER YOB
Assistant News Editor

Major General Joseph Garba, president of the General Assembly of the United Nations, believes that the U.N.-initiated trade embargo against Iraq will not be violated because "feelings against the action by Saddam are so strong."

Also, countries will not break the embargo with Iraq because of the fear of "sanctions," from the U.N., which Garba said would be "sufficient." His remarks were made yesterday at a press conference at Notre Dame.

Garba addressed Hussein's recent proposal to give Iraq oil to underdeveloped third world countries. "It would be a violation (of the trade embargo)," he said. "No third world country will accept it because it would be a quid pro quo.

According to Garba, "Iraqi oil is not so critical to third world countries. There are other sources of oil."

He also discussed the status of those fleeing Iraq to Jordan.

Minority ACT scores continue to improve

NEW YORK (AP) - Average scores on the ACT, the predominant college-entrance exam in 28 states, were unchanged in 1989-90, but minority students continued to improve, the test's publishers reported Monday.

The average national composite score among 17,096 graduating high school students was 20.6, on a scale of 1-36, according to American College Testing, the Iowa City, Iowa-based organization that administers the exam.

Students in 1990 took a new form of the test, called the "Enhanced ACT Assessment," and therefore results were not directly comparable to previous years. But ACT officials calculated that the scores from last year and the previous school year, which used the older version, were unchanged.

ACT averages have been practically unchanged for the last five years and offer little evidence that school reform has been rapid.

Two weeks ago, the College Board - which sponsors the SAT, the predominant college entrance test in the remaining 22 states - reported averages on the verbal section of the test had sunk to their lowest levels in a decade, and math scores showed their smallest gains for the fourth straight year.

The ACT is a four-part exam testing English, mathematics, reading ability and scientific reasoning. The ACT and SAT are supposed to test a student's readiness for college. But the ACT is generally considered a harder test of high school mastery than the SAT, which tests a more described set of math, reading and language skills.

Garba continued from page 1

The Iraq invasion of Kuwait proved, however, that the end of the Cold War did not signal the last of the military issues the U.N. must deal with. The superpower cooperation has greatly strengthened the U.N.'s position on this issue, Garba said.

Five resolutions regarding the Iraqi crisis have passed the Security Council unanimously. With the approval of the U.S. and USSR, this organization has endorsed sanctions on Iraq as well as the use of force to protect the tenets of these resolutions.

Garba personally condemned the actions of Iraq, saying "(They) offered sensibilities and defied every principle for which the U.N. stands."

Correction

In an article about a local Bed 'N Breakfast registry in Monday's Observer, the following paragraph was omitted from the story. Although the Registry is not listed in the Yellow Pages, it holds membership with the Chamber of Commerce of Saint Joseph County. For more information call 291-7153.
Saddam offers oil to win support from other nations

(AP) Saddam Hussein offered free oil to developing nations Monday in a bid to win their support and circumvent an U.N. trade embargo, and he got a boost from a former enemy when the Iraqi president is growing desperate and is sending more troops to Saudi Arabia at the desert kingdom's request.

In other developments Monday:

- Baker talked reporters Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and the exiled government of Kuwait would contribute a combined $12 billion to help defray the cost of the U.S. buildup in the gulf and to assist poorer nations hurt by the U.N. trade embargo on Iraqi goods.

Bush and Gorbachev end the Helsinki summit as allies

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush and Gorbachev may not be on a "George" and "Mikhail" basis, but their relationship seems to be evolving into a comfortable one — especially now that they've ended a summit as allies.

Bush's personal encounters with Gorbachev still remain a little on the staid side by Bush's usual standards for palling around with world leaders, associates of the president suggested.

But the two leaders seem to be settling in and getting used to each other. And, by their own accounts, the presidents of the world's two superpowers say they trust each other more and more.

"At each meeting we move forward, we enrich our relationships," Mikhail S. Gorbachev said after the two leaders ended their Sunday summit in Helsinki with a statement of unity condemning Iraq's occupation of Kuwait.

"And I think I should say that we increased our trust," Gorbachev added.

Bush, who voiced skepticism toward the Soviet leader's motives early in his term and whose press spokesman once called Gorbachev a "drugstore cowboy," now says the two have reached a level of "mutual understanding."

"Neither of us, when we talk, try to hide our differences," Bush said at Sunday's concluding news conference with Gorbachev. "Neither of us try to indicate that we look at exactly every problem exactly the same way. But the very fact that we can talk with that degree of frankness without rancor, I think, enhances mutual understanding."

Later, Bush told reporters aboard Air Force One that Gorbachev "felt confident, he projected a certain confidence."

Even in discussing economic problems within the Soviet Union, Gorbachev "felt very open about doing it," Bush said.

The informality of last December's shipboard summit at Malta and last June's horseshoe pitching session at Camp David helped nurture their developing relationship, the president suggested.

Even so, there's little hint that the two presidents are developing into fast friends or that they are able to wile away their hours in small talk. It's just not that kind of relationship.

In fact, personal relations between the two men remain a bit on the formal side, largely because Gorbachev is inclined to want to get right down to work, say aides who spoke on the condition of anonymity.

The Center for Social Concerns
University of Notre Dame

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
(For information: 239-5293)

Oct. 7 - Sunday
7:00-9:00 pm
Semester Break Seminars - Information Night

Oct. 9 - Tuesday
6:30 pm
Presentation by Patricia Livingston (To be announced)
Sponsored with Year of Women
Center open prior to Michigan game

Oct. 10 - Wednesday
4:30 pm
Community Service Commissioners Meeting

Oct. 11 - Thursday
11:30 am-1:00 pm
Hospitality Lunch for Hispanic Women's Coalition

Oct. 13 - Saturday
10:00-11:45 am
Center open prior to Air Force game

Oct. 16 - Tuesday
7:30-9:30 pm
Appalachian Seminar Orientation Meeting

Oct. 17 - Wednesday
7:00-9:00 pm
Washington Seminar Orientation Meeting

Oct. 20 - Saturday
12:00-2:00 pm
Center open prior to Miami game

Oct. 22 - Monday
Mid-semester Break

Oct. 26 - Friday
12:15-1:00 pm
Feast of St. Francis Celebration (To be announced)
"A Catholic Feminist: Oxymoron?" — Regina Coli, C.S.J., Director, Field Education, Dept. of Theology, (Theme for the series The Year of Women)
Center open prior to Stanford game
OPEN HOUSE! for Center alumni & friends

Oct. 29 - Monday
7:00-9:00 pm
Appalachian Seminar Orientation Meeting

Oct. 30 - Tuesday
6:00-8:00 pm
Urban Plunge Registration Deadline

Oct. 31 - Wednesday
12:00-2:00 pm
Appalachian Seminar Orientation Meeting

Nov. 2 - Friday
12:15-1:00 pm
Friday Forum for faculty and staff: "A Catholic Feminist: Oxymoron?" — Regina Coli, C.S.J., Director, Field Education, Dept. of Theology, (Theme for the series The Year of Women)
Center open prior to Stanford game
OPEN HOUSE! for Center alumni & friends

Nov. 3 - Saturday
1-3:45 pm
Campito Day Care

Nurture Life Through Service

NOTE: Events will be held at the Center for Social Concerns, unless otherwise noted.

CALESERAN OF EVENTS
(For information: 239-5293)

Oct. 7 - Sunday
11:45 am
Hospitale Luncheon for El Camptso Day Care

Oct. 9 - Tuesday
6:30 pm
Friday Forum for faculty and staff: "Our Dame & the Year of Women" — Dean Eileen Kusman
(Theme for the series The Year of Women)

Oct. 10 - Wednesday
4:30 pm
Community Service Commissioners Meeting

Oct. 11 - Thursday
11:30 am-1:00 pm
Hospitality Lunch for Hispanic Women's Coalition

Oct. 13 - Saturday
10:00-11:45 am
Center open prior to Air Force game

Oct. 16 - Tuesday
7:30-9:30 pm
Appalachian Seminar Orientation Meeting

Oct. 17 - Wednesday
7:00-9:00 pm
Washington Seminar Orientation Meeting

Oct. 20 - Saturday
12:00-2:00 pm
Center open prior to Miami game

Oct. 22 - Monday
Mid-semester Break

Oct. 26 - Friday
12:15-1:00 pm
Feast of St. Francis Celebration (To be announced)
"A Catholic Feminist: Oxymoron?" — Regina Coli, C.S.J., Director, Field Education, Dept. of Theology, (Theme for the series The Year of Women)
Center open prior to Stanford game
OPEN HOUSE! for Center alumni & friends
Energy Department says oil will last through winter

WASHINGTON (AP) - Energy Department officials cautiously predicted Monday that fuel oil supplies will be adequate this winter — but only if the weather isn't severe, if refineries avoid operating problems and if Mideast developments don't disrupt oil shipments further.

Several congressmen complained that the assessment was based on "rosy assumptions" and suggested that it provides little comfort to Americans relying on oil to heat homes and factories.

"There now is a very small margin of safety," said Rep. Philip Sharp, D-Ind., and chairman of the House energy and power subcommittee. The Energy Department "tends to underestimate what can go wrong," he complained.

Calvin Kent, head of the department's Energy Information Administration, told Sharp's subcommittee that the supply of refined petroleum products — gasoline, heating oil and jet fuel — will be tight with refineries producing near their capacities.

But he said U.S. petroleum stocks "appear adequate." The agency estimated that while the worldwide crude oil shortage is expected to still be about 1 million barrels a day during the last three months of the year, "the shortage can be handled" as higher prices dampen demand.

Kent said significant supply problems could emerge if developments in the Mideast further reduce supplies or if the winter is abnormally cold. Operational problems at refineries, which have been running at better than 96 percent of capacity, and extensive hoarding could cause localized shortages, he suggested.

The agency collects and analyses world energy data. Sharp and several other congressmen reiterated their call for President Bush to release oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve. The president should consider "at least a modest" drawdown of the 590-million barrel reserve "to get confidence up and hopefully price downt," Sharp said.

The Bush administration has said tapping the reserve is not needed at this time. Energy Department officials said last week the reserves will be used if there are "significant supply interruptions." Sharp added Friday he was "nervous" about the slim margin in refining capacity. "If we run out of heating oil, gasoline and jet fuel," said Bruce.

But Kent said the capacity to refine crude, both in the United States and elsewhere, "appears to be adequate ... and will remain so over the next three to six months."

He said Kuwait's refining capacity could be replaced by increases elsewhere and rejected suggestions by some energy experts that the heavier crude would replace the oil lost from Iraq and Kuwait might cause refinery operating problems.

Dewey Mark, speaking for the National Petroleum Refiners Association, said he wasn't as certain that lost imports of refined products could be made up. "The supply balance is tight." "As a refiner, when you're operating at 90 percent you're effectively running wide open," he told the subcommittee.

Kent gave these assessments on the expected supply of various refined crude oil products: Heating Oil — Current stocks are "well above normal" and rising. Supplies in the North- east, which relies heavily on oil to heat homes and factories, are 16 percent above last year. The stocks "appear to be adequate barring any unusually cold weather or refinery breakdowns."

AP Photo

Margarethe Tiedemann, 101, points to her name on the American Immigrant Wall of Honor at the Ellis Island Museum in New York Sunday. Tiedemann came to America via Ellis Island in 1903.

Immigrants commemorated
Cambodia strives for end to 11-year civil war

JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) — Cambodia's Vietnamese-backed government and leaders of rebel factions agreed Monday to a U.N. peace plan that calls for power-sharing and free elections.

Cambodia Premier Hun Sen said a date for a cease-fire had not been worked out, but sides appeared optimistic following two days of talks to end the 11-year-old civil war.

"We have not reached peace yet ... but we have the works," said Son Sann, former Cambodian premier and leader of the Khmer Rouge's National Liberation Front, part of the three-party guerrilla force.

Efforts to reach a peace accord since July 1988 had failed when the factions disagreed about power-sharing arrangements. Under the approved U.N. plan, each of the four factions would be represented in a governing council.

A joint statement said Hun Sen's government would get six seats on the so-called Supreme National Council. Six seats would be shared by the resistance coalition. A 13th seat is reserved for Prince Norodom Sihanouk, leader of the rebel coalition.

The council is expected to make its first formal appearance Sept. 18 at the U.N. General Assembly session now held by the rebel coalition.

The council would cede much of its authority to the United Nations, which would administer the country until free elections.

U.N. officials have said the government and guerrillas control less than half the country's population of 8 million.

---
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continued from page 12

HELP! I need tickets for MICH FOR MY PARENTS OR I WILL GIVE YOU 850 CALL OUT Y AT X7500

HELP NEED TXTS ALL GAME 100% DISCOUNT AND GATS CALL 271-9050

NEED MICHIGAN TICKETS!!! $$$$ PM bigbucks TIX JOE #1352

NEED: 2 Penn State GA's. I need a Stanford ticket for September, esp. for the home game, but I would like to go for the big game. Will pay $500 for tickets. Call Pete x1745

Needed: USC GA's. I take any amount. Contact Scott (805) 682-1118

needed: 2 Penn State GA's. Contact Greg at 723-0590

I need a seat in Michigan. I will pay any price. Call my wife, Marion (805) 233-5511

NEEDED: Michigan State Tickets

I need to sell a pair of Michigan State tickets. I will pay you cash. Call Bill at 284-8094

NEED MICH TIX! STUD & GA - TM 271-8795

---

Good photo-op

Raisa Gorbatchev holds a baby, Thomas Stromberg, Sunday when she asored part of Helsinki. Gorbatchev went shopping while her husband, Mikhail Gorbatchev, met with Bush for the summit.

---

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, airplanes, motors, by F.B.I., IRS, DEA. Available your area now. Call (805) 682-7559 Ext. 1-2743

KEY STAMFORD FACES

Thanks for the free pizza. It was delicious.

TIX JOE #1352

WANTED: DISC JOCKEY

For weekday and weekend work. Will train all equipment provided. Great spot. sk 4867. If you’re quirky, creative, cut it, and have your own cars call Beale Unplugged. (805) 333-5717

A huge thank you to the boys of E. Manner St. (Bill, Riki), various women and my favorite people in the world for making my birthday a night to remember (if only I could). You’re the BEST.

On Oct. 11, “If a girl was born” was apparent from the start that she was not interested in the normal things she’s been known to pick up to date. And when you find her sleeping—Illegible of ticket sticked. But as a friend she’s a real TREAT.

HEROES are a hard one to

Hey Market!

Stay away from my wall! I know where you are. Your hand in my cleen.

P.S. You can have it if you clean my cleen.

ST. EDWARD’S HALL FORUM

Dr. Patricia O’Hara

“Former member of the NCAA Intrafraternity Committee”

“Senior President for Student Affairs”

“Violations in College Athletics”

“Segregated"
Dear Mom and Dad and all,

Well, I've been here two weeks now, so I'll let you know that I don't like college as much as I thought I would. I think I'm going to work, instead. I don't think I'll make it.

Rev. Richard Warner

Campus Ministry

The rector came in. But no one did, and then Mass started. I think it was over at five, and I went to mass. I've been forced to go to mass. I'm not a believer, but I'm not that religious. I mean, I'm not a religious person. I'm just not. I think it's just a matter of time.

So, there sure is a lot to do here, and a lot of great people to meet, too. It's kind of intimidating, everyone's so smart and was on the top in high school. I'm not sure how I'll fit in. But a lot of people complain about how dull it is, especially on weekends. The first weekend was really strange. Just about all the freshmen went from dorm party to dorm party, just walking through in groups. No one really stayed anywhere very long—just kept moving through. It reminded me of a class I took in school where we didn't say anything. It was just a class. I mean, we just didn't say anything.

For a place with so many talented and creative people, I'm really surprised at how much drinking does go on here. I don't mean talented and creative people don't drink, but people say they drink so much because they don't have any thing else to do. In one room, there were four huge garbage cans full of nothing but beer—if you didn't want a beer you didn't drink anything.

Don't worry about a thing. I certainly don't mean to be negative about anything. 'Cause I really love it here, and probably won't send this version of this letter, anyway.

But I miss you all, and think of you often. Are you still feeling the pithanna? Love,
Me

Father Warner is the Director of Campus Ministry and a regular Viewpoint columnist.

---

Freshmen confront new experiences

Dear Editor:

I am writing in regard to the baffling statements made by Lisa Eaton in her Insecure Column (The Observer, Sept. 6). It seems that Eaton believes that the object of the Year of Women is to bring about instant sexual equality in University policy and social interaction here at Notre Dame. In this assumption, she is greatly mistaken.

The purpose of the Year of Women is not to provide a "remedy to problems that run very deep." There is a notable difference between remedying a problem and raising consciousness of that problem. And while Year of Women offers no quick solutions, it does hope to bring about greater campus-wide awareness of the problem confronting women here at Notre Dame and across the world.

Further, just because women's issues are at the forefront this year does not mean that they will be dismissed next year, or have never been addressed. And while I think our dorm has some activities, too.
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Further, just because women's issues are at the forefront this year does not mean that they will be dismissed next year, or have never been addressed. And while I think our dorm has some activities, too.

Don't worry about a thing. I certainly don't mean to be negative about anything. 'Cause I really love it here, and probably won't send this version of this letter, anyway.

But I miss you all, and think of you often. Are you still feeling the pithanna? Love,

Father Warner is the Director of Campus Ministry and a regular Viewpoint columnist.

---
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Women's issues are their issues, too.

The Year of Women is an opportunity for enlightenment, open discussion and greater awareness of one of the most widespread problems facing our society. While it does not claim to be a cure-all, Year of Women does invite humans to learn more about themselves, to begin to question the injustices of the society they live in. I suggest that anyone who is interested in learning more about women's issues get involved in the Year of Women. Attend lectures, talk to your friends, figure out to what extent these issues affect you. Or call me at the Student Government office to become actively involved in examining these issues and bringing about the beginnings of a change for the better.

Rita Robinett
Women's Concerns Coordinator
Sept. 9, 1990
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Dear Editor:

Father Malloy has named this academic year the Year of Women at Notre Dame. In 1972, undergraduate women were first admitted to the University of Notre Dame. Since that time, the numbers have grown so that women now comprise 45% of the Notre Dame life. Thousands have completed their educations and have taken with them invaluable abilities and fond memories of Notre Dame. The fact remains, however, that women are, in many ways, different from men and are compelled to consider different needs and questions. This reality needs to be acknowledged by the University and passed on to the University.

The Year of Women marks the University's commitment to examine gender differences in its educational, social, and personal considerations. There is a need not only to recognize students about their personal potential, but also to teach the students themselves about the importance of interpersonal relationships and the differences between the sexes.

Criticism of administration's efforts hinders women's cause

Dear Editor:

In response to Lisa Eaton's letter in The Observer (Sept. 6, 1990), I would like to express my concern and disagreement with her opinions. She mentions that Eaton's arguments were not a direct response to her letter. I believe that Eaton's letter directly responds to the letter of Lisa Eaton.

Eaton discusses the importance of gender differences in the academic realm, as evidenced by the Year of Women. She argues that the University of Notre Dame should actively work to improve the status of women. She mentions that the University of Notre Dame has been working to improve the status of women and that the University of Notre Dame offers many opportunities for women. She also discusses the importance of interpersonal relationships and the differences between the sexes.

In her letter, Eaton also mentions that she would like to hear from Notre Dame students about the status of women at the University. She states that the status of women at the University of Notre Dame is improving and that the University of Notre Dame offers many opportunities for women. She also states that the University of Notre Dame is making efforts to promote better health and protection for women.

Eaton's letter is a response to my letter in The Observer (Sept. 6, 1990). In my letter, I expressed my concern about the status of women at the University of Notre Dame. I mentioned that the University of Notre Dame offers many opportunities for women, but that the status of women at the University of Notre Dame is still not as high as it could be.
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Newly released albums tend to walk on the dark side

Dismal themes dominate 'Black Sheets of Rain'

JOHN LANE
Accent Writer

"Black Sheets Of Rain" is the new album from Bob Mould, re­guitarist for Husker Du and Black Flag. "Black Sheets" represents the second solo recording for Mould in the past 16 months.

After releasing "Workbook," his brilliant solo debut, Mould received a great deal of praise for utilizing his acoustic guitar skills, especially since Husker Du was primarily a speed-metal band. But on "Black Sheets," Mould has decided to turn the guitars back up. The result is a much less refined sound than on "Workbook." He mixes fast songs ("Stand Guard!") with slower songs ("Black Sheets Of Rain," "One Good Reason") and is using the same constant being powerful electric guitar rhythms from his band. The music on "Black Sheets," while harsher than on "Workbook," is terrific, proving that Mould is still one of the best guitarists around. "Black Sheets" also contains a few excellent catchy songs in "It's Too Late," "Out Of Your Life," and "Stop Your Crying," showcasing Mould's ability to write classic pop songs.

In case the title didn't give it away, "Black Sheets" is not a particularly uplifting album. Mould has a tendency in his song-writing to dwell on the sadness and confusion that consumes his life. On the title track, he writes that 'Black sheets of rain keep following me again/ Everywhere I go/ Everywhere I've been.' "Stand Guard" is about taking a distrustful and cautious approach to life.

On "The Last Night" and "Out Of Your Life," Mould sings about the end of relationships. "Disappointed," one of the album's best songs, is apparently about a child not living up to his parents' unfair and false expectations. Mould sings "The three years I went to college didn't make much of a difference to me/ Made me feel so safe I didn't have to think about the things I really wanna be." However, he does appear to want happiness when he ends the album asking for peace with the last song, "Sacrifice/Let There Be Peace."

BOBBY NAVARRO
Accent Writer

Jackson's Addictions' latest album lacks optimism and beauty

JOHN WALTON
accent writer

The first two Jane's Addiction albums, aside from being the best things to happen to hard rock in the 1980s, proved that JA are the true heirs to the Led Zeppelin legacy. The second of these, "Nothing's Shocking," is one of the all-time greatest albums of all time, and, although it may be sacrilege to say so, the second Jane's Addiction album is quite a bit better than "Led Zeppelin II." Such an album is very hard to follow, however, and "Ritual De lo Habitual" is adequate, although it's not as good as its predecessor.

Singer Perry Farrell writes the lyrics and guitarist Dave Navarro writes most of the music. Navarro might be the greatest guitarist alive today, and his solos on the new album, particularly " Ain't No Right" and "Been Caught Stealing," are astounding. Drummer Stephen Perkins is also among the world's finest, and Eric A.'s bass playing is revolutionary.

Unfortunately, the songs on this album are quite and flat as those on "Nothing's Shocking." While "Stop!" is propulsive and the Gypsy violin/Indian raga elements in "Of Course" are certainly interesting, there is only one song which could truly be called an all-time classic. The eleven-minute "Three Days" is a journey which begins as a spoken-word description of some kind of bizarre ritual, then continues through altered states and a "city of candles," finally ending in a vision of transcendent union with an obscure force, the chords finally erupting into heavy metal soundscapes while Farrell shouts, "All of us with wings!" over and over. The spiritual, physical, and psychological elements finally culminate in a verse beginning, "Erotic Jesus lays with his Mary." Every line is punctuated with a crashing riff, slammed by guitar and bass in unison. "Bits of puzzle/fitting each other" - WHAM! RAM BAM BAM "All now with wings!" The effect that all this has on the listener at the end of the song is one of spiritual, physical and psychological eX-austion and fulfillment. (Turn it up loud.)

What the album lacks is the lighter side which the previous albums displayed. This album has none of the poignant beauty of "Jane Says," and something so unexpected as the cocktail lounge-style instrumental, "Thank You, Boys." "Ritual de lo Habitual" is a powerhouse, but it's not as good as the last one. Coming within weeks of the release of the Pixies' follow-up to "Doolittle" and Sonic Youth's follow-up to "Daydream Nation," it completes the trio of slightly disappointing efforts by the best of the underground bands.

All three new albums are fine, but are actually nowhere near as good as the earlier records. But albums by great artists should be seen as chapters in a chronicle. If every chapter is a skivvy, the story will burn out prematurely. Hard core Jane's Addiction fans will eagerly wait to hear what Jane says next. For now, we'll just cherish this new installment. Thank you, boys."

Bossanova deviates from pop music with catchy lyrics

JOHN LANE
Accent Writer

The Pixies have released a fine new album, entitled "Bossanova." Following in the tracks of their breakthrough 1989 album, "Doolittle," "Bossanova" is another terrific album from The Pixies, who are establishing themselves as one of America's best young bands.

The Pixies had a busy schedule between making "Bossanova" and "Doolittle." The band toured with such groups as Sonic Youth, The Cure, Love & Rockets, and Bob Mould during the latter half of 1989. Bass player Kim Deal started her own band, The Breeders, who released an album this year entitled "Pod." With all this activity, the Pixies probably did not devote enough time or energy to "Bossanova," which sounds a little rushed.

Nevertheless, it is still a great album. The songs are less refined and pop-ish than on "Doolittle," sounding more like those on earlier EPs "Come On Pilgrim" and "Surfer Rosa." However, the make-up of the songs are identical, short, usually fast tunes that feature great guitar and bass by Joey Santiago and deal setting up the vocals of songwriter Black Francis. Songs like "Velouria," "Black Music," and "All Over The World" fit this mold.

Oddly enough, "Bossanova" was produced by Gil Norton, the same person who produced "Doolittle." Norton was said to have tried to "normalize" The Pixies on "Doolittle," getting them away from their garage sound and more toward pop music. But The Pixies get back to their roots on "Bossanova," playing harsher and stranger songs. The lyrics make little sense and Francis' voice is somewhat obnoxious, but both are very catchy. In all, The Pixies have come out with another excellent album.

The Accent Department is looking for regular columnists. Drop a sample column off in the Accent mailbox on the 3rd floor of LaFortune.
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The Top Twenty Five teams in the Associated Press receiving votes: Alabama 21, Texas at New York, Detroit (Searcy 1-5) at Baltimore (D.Johnson 11-8), 7:35 p.m.

Oakland 5, Boston 4, 1st game

Pittsburgh 3, Chicago 2, 1st game

Pittsburgh 3. Philadelphia 2

California 6, Atlanta 4, 11 innings

Seattle, (n) 1,108

For games or game was a win

American League

Western Division

Los Angeles Dodgers 55, San Diego (Hurst 8-9), 1-20 p.m.

Kansas City 24, Minnesota 21

Kansas City, 29; Gant, Atlanta, 28; Bonds, San Francisco, 26
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George hurting with headache day after impressive pro debut

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Jeff George awoke Monday with a massive headache and a stiff neck.

The pain wasn't a reminder of the quarterback's impressive NFL debut Sunday in the Indianapolis Colts' 26-10 loss to Buffalo. It was simply the result of Cornelius Bennett's crushing hit that forced George out of the game in the fourth quarter.

A checkup at Methodist Hospital showed no serious injuries, and a confident George said that after a day off, he'll be back at work on Wednesday to prepare for Sunday's home debut against the New England Patriots.

As Bennett sacked George, the quarterback banged the back of his head against the artificial turf at Rich Stadium.

"I just got a headache. It comes with the territory," said George, who participated in light training complex on Monday.

"I never worry about that. You can get hurt outside football, even walking to your car. You never know," he said.

For a few hours on Sunday, Colts fans held their breath. After Bennett's sack, George couldn't see or keep his balance, and had to be driven back to the Colts' locker room.

George awoke Monday with a massive headache. Fortunately, the injury looks like one he will come back from.

"When I tried to get up everything just went real narrow and I couldn't see to my right or left," George said. "I didn't have any balance."

George, the first player selected in April's college draft, is being touted as one of the best young quarterbacks in the league. In fact, Colts general manager Jim Irsay is already talking of retiring George's jersey number.

"He's going to be a great player. Personally, I don't think you'll ever see another player wear number 11 for us again," Irsay said. "As time goes on, I think his performance will prove that we couldn't pay enough to get him."

George signed a six-year, $15 million contract.

Kathy Kirin
Happy 20th Birthday
September 11, 1990
Love, Mom, Dad & Tiny

SPORTS BRIEFS
Join guest Rick Mirer and tune in to hear a Michigan coach live in Ann Arbor on WVFI Sports Talk. The show will air from 8-9 p.m. on your 6400 AM dial. Call in to host Vic Lombardi and Hugh McGowan at 239-6400.

The ND Sailing Club will have an introductory meeting on Tuesday, September 11 at 6:30 p.m. at the boathouse on St. Joe's Lake. Prospective members are encouraged to attend.

The Hopkido Club meets Tues. and Thurs. at 8:30 p.m., Room 219 Rockne. Learn self-defense and sparring techniques. All are welcome.

Lilly

Lilly and Company is a research-based corporation that develops, manufactures, and markets human medications, medical instrument systems, diagnostic agents, and animal health products. Lilly is a Fortune 500 company, and has had record sales and earnings for 29 consecutive years. The company has a presence in more than 160 countries around the world. Corporate headquarters are located in Indianapolis, Indiana.

Lilly representatives from the Systems Division will be on campus on the following dates:

Wednesday, September 11th
10 a.m.-11 a.m.
Hebert Memorial Library Lounge

Student representatives will also be on campus for interviews on Tuesday, November 7, 1990.

We will be speaking with interested students on opportunities for Careers in Information Systems, and specifically about the Role of the Systems Analyst within the Pharmaceutical Industry. Students who are MIS, Math/CC, or EE/Computer Science, or those who have had strong computer classwork experience are invited to attend.

Interviews will be provided at both events. We look forward to discussing your opportunities in the systems field.

Bill Lilly
Assistant opportunity employer
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New Closeout Specials

6 Pack
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$.99
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Texas Instruments

Calculator
Desk-top Model
$24.99
comp. to $49.99

GTE
Fashion Phone
$16.99
comp. to $24.99

Assorted
Floor Pillows
$6.99
comp. to $12.99

Storage Crates
$.99
comp. to $.99

Assorted
Shower Curtains
$2.99
comp. to $.99

STUDENT S SPECIALS

Never Miss a IMPORTANT OPPORTUNITY!

-~-~-~-~

9/11 thru 9/15

$2.99

$6.99

$9.99

$2.99

$3.99

$.99

$.99

$9.99

$10.99

$15.99

$24.99

PRICES GOOD 9/11 thru 9/15

The Observer Tuesday, September 11, 1990
Eric King got Tuesday, September 11, Brewers win, Yount beat the Boston Red Sox 6-1 for a split of Monday’s twilight doubleheader.

The Red Sox won the opener 5-4 as Luis Rivera and Robin Yount continued his climb on the all-time hit column and seventh of his career, among baseball’s all-time hit leaders. He went 2-for-3 in the ninth for a doubleheader with a two-run double and three RBIs in the fourth inning double by Greg Vaughn, who turned the victory with three batters with a runner at third in the top of the ninth.

Blue Jays 6, Royals 1 KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Toronto chipped another half-game off Boston’s lead as Kelly Gruber drove in four runs and Dave Wells (11-4) scattered four hits over eight innings. Hector White Sox Reliever Bobby Thigpen notched an unprecedented 49th save as Chicago managed a doubleheader split. Cleveland won the opener 3-2 when pinch-hitter Carlos Baerga drew a bases-loaded walk from reliever Barry Jones with one out in the ninth inning. Doug Jones (5-5) got the victory, striking out two batters with a runner at third in the top of the ninth.

Chicago’s Carlton Fisk had a home run in each game, giving him 17 for the season and tying him with 40 years old. That tied the 42-year-old Fisk with Stan Musial for second place in home runs by players 40 and over. Darrell Evans leads with 65. The split didn’t help Chicago, which began play 9/4 games in seven innings. New York’s Dave Eiland, also just 9-13, gave up two runs and five hits.

FALL BREAK SEMINARS CENTER FOR SOCIAL CONCERNS INFORMATION NIGHT WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

AP Photo

Chicago Cultural Diversity October 21-27

CSC 239-7943
Strawberry, Mets enjoy sweet home in pounding of St. Louis

(AP)—As usual, home was sweet for the New York Mets. Returning from a rocky road trip that dropped them 3 1/2 games behind the first-place NL East, the Mets found the going smooth at Shea Stadium with a 10-1 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals.

"What a difference it is to be home and facing a right-hander," manager Bud Harrelson said. "Lefies have been the Mets' downfall all season, particularly recently. The Mets saw six left-handers on their latest road trip and are just 22-27 in baseball.

Darryl Strawberry hit his 32nd homer and drove in three runs and Frank Viola won his 18th game as the Mets began the key homestand following a 2-6 road trip and are just 22-27 in 10 consecutive games at home, facing a right-hander, Jose DeLeon was on the mound and the Mets broke loose as they won their eighth straight at home and improving their Shea Stadium record to 47-22, the best in the NL.
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SMC soccer captures title at own tournament

By CHRIS BACON
Saint Mary's Sports Editor

The Saint Mary's soccer team kicked off its season this weekend, placing first in its own Saint Mary's College Invitational.

The Belles scored the title with a dominating performance, capturing second place at the Hornet Invitational. Saint Mary's College, even got to offensively play with a dominating team.

Two of the most notable players were only tested a few times (defensively). The Belles' offense even got to practice their offensive skills.

In their second game Saturday, the Belles upset 12th-ranked Saint Mary's College, 3-1. "This was probably the biggest win in Saint Mary's history. To be able to compete with a Saint Mary's, who are 12th-ranked, and come away with a win in postseason play for the last couple of years, is great, but to beat them as well as even greater," Van Meter said.

The Belles' offense came alive in the second half. Junior sweeper Kelly Cook shot an early unassisted goal. The Cardinals struck back with a goal of their own, but after that the Belles' defense held the Cardinals in check.

Freshman midfielder Megan Dahsao scored the Belles' next two goals, the first being a head shot coming off of an assist from junior Greer Gilliland, and the second coming minutes later off of an assist by junior forward Frammie Cappellotti.

The whole team did little things, said Van Meter. "This was truly a team victory. They all did small things and the small things are what puts the pieces of the puzzle together."

"We were pretty consistent on attack. We were able to capitalize on their weaknesses. They were tired and we took advantage of it. When the defense failed, we started doing what we wanted to do -- attack and execute." Overall, the Belles had eight shots on goal to the Cardinals' three.

The Belles will be back in action tomorrow against Tri-State.

Belles volleyball slams way to second at Hornet Invitational

By CHRIS BACON
Saint Mary's Sports Editor

The Saint Mary's volleyball team turned in a smashing performance this weekend, capturing second place at the Hornet Invitational at Kalamazoo College.

"I felt, physically, we played well," said Belles coach Sue Medley. "We're doing things physically now that we weren't able to do before. We're using back-row attacks and combination plays that we weren't able to do before."

The Belles began the tournament with a slow start against Spring Arbor College, losing the first game.

The team battled back in the next two, taking the match, 11-15, 15-9, 9-15. Fine performances came from senior outside hitter Katy Killilea, who had eight service aces, six service errors, and a 94% serve; sophomore middle blocker Karen Lorton, who contributed to the Belles' victory with 14 kills; and junior left side hitter Katy Killilea, who had 11 kills and 11 digs and freshman Michelle Martin's eight kills.

"We really served the other people off the court," said Medley. "We had 10 total service aces for the day. That's physically the best statistic we had all weekend."

The Belles then went on to defeat Kalamazoo Valley College 10-15, 15-12, 15-9. "The scores in the two games were almost identical," Medley said. "But there was a big change in the tempo. They played a much slower tempo and we had a hard time adjusting to that tempo. But we turned it around for us and did well in the last two games."

Senior outside hitter Michelle Sibilsky came alive in the victory for the Belles with 17 kills. The offense collapsed in game three of the tournament against Aquinas College, losing 12-15, 3-15.

"We just didn't get it going," said Medley. "They (Aquinas) use a different tempo from most teams. We didn't adjust. We just didn't have an offense." Despite this loss, the Belles qualified for the semifinal round, competing against Nazareth College, defeating them 15-7, 15-11. The offense bounced back after their previous loss, hitting 410 as a team.

Lorton led the team with 11 kills, followed by Sibilsky's nine kills and 11 digs and freshman Michelle Martin's eight kills.

"This was a good match for us. We did a lot of things well. We got our blocking on track and we were able to do before." Medley said. "It's the first and only match that we went out against a team and established ourselves as a team."

The Belles then went on to the tournament final where they faced third-ranked Saint Mary's College. The Belles played an aggressive match against the Hornets but suffered defeat in three games, 13-15, 15-6, 6-15.

"The score doesn't reflect the quality of the match. We rallied with them well. We just didn't convert our serve."

In this final match, the Belles committed nine service errors, the key to Kalamazoo's victory. However, first-year performances were turned in by Lorton, who hit .500 with 18 kills, Sibilsky, who had 11 digs, and freshman Mary O'Malley, who had four assists.

"The girls are working to be all around. We just have to make things happen when we want them to happen, and we need to work on making opportunities," coach Medley added.

Saint Mary's tennis sweeps at Wheaton

BY CHRISTINE PENOTE
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's tennis team began its season this weekend at a match at Wheaton College, sweeping past Wisconsin, Wheaton and Depauw.

In their first performance, the Belles cruised Wisconsin 8-1. "We really pulled it together and did well," said Belles first-year coach Shelly Schultz. "The girls played fabulously." In the singles competition, No. 1 senior Sarah Mayer easily defeated her opponent 6-1, 6-0. No. 2 Ellen Mayer, a junior, battled her opponent 6-0, 6-1, while No. 3 Door Koscielski played a tough match, winning 6-4, 6-4. The Belles finished the day by defeating Depauw University 5-2. Ellen Mayer beat her opponent 6-2, 6-4. No. 6 Kovass played well, winning 6-4, 6-3.

On Saturday, the Belles swept through Wheaton College 9-0. Sarah Mayer defeated her opponent 6-2, 6-1 (7-6), 6-1. Ellen Mayer lambasted her opponent 6-1, 6-0, while junior Kate Killilea defeated her opponent 6-2, 6-4, 6-3. The scores in the two games were almost identical," Medley said. "But there was a big change in the tempo. They played a much slower tempo and we had a hard time adjusting to that tempo. But we turned it around for us and did well in the last two games."
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against Greensboro, although it ended with an Irish loss, was not nearly so one-sided. However, that fact only serves to make such a loss even more of a heartbreaker."

"I can accept the fact that we were beaten by Duke," reflected coach Petrucelli, "but I can't accept our being beaten the next day. We really didn't play well in the second half. We played well the first 30 minutes of the second half, but by then it was too late.

"We had our chances to come back when we were down 3-1, but we just didn't finish our chances. Also, their last two goals came very late in the game, so the final score (5-1) really isn't indicative of the way we played."

Against Greensboro, Notre Dame rallied to squeeze off seven shots, while goalie Michelle Lodyga, with six saves, extended her efforts from the previous day. The lone Irish score of the weekend came at the 75:52 mark of the Greensboro game when junior midfielder Marianne Giolitto buried a penalty kick in the UNC net. It was the third goal in three shots for Giolitto, who has started all three games for the Irish, and equals her total goal output from the 1989 season.

"Marianne Giolitto really responded," said Petrucelli. "She played well and was not intimidated."

While some curmudgeons may wish to forget about the Irish after the weekend’s performance, such a move would be hasty and uncalculated. On Friday, Notre Dame embarks on a three-game homestand, with matches against Valparaiso, Washington University and Saint Joseph’s. Keep in mind that the Irish are 1-0 at home, and will be looking for a win after coming up short this weekend.

"This is a long season—we play 22 games," explained Petrucelli. "I don't think that we can make any conclusions about ourselves after these past two games, but we do realize that we have lots of work to do. We are certainly not ready to quit. We haven't called it a season just because we lost two games to the two best teams on our schedule."

"Don't write us off—we're not done yet."
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Sports

Brigham Young win puts Irish in center of attention

BY FRANK PASTOR
Associate Sports Editor

After spending more of 1989 at the top of the polls, Notre Dame was looking forward to a season in which the pressure was on somebody else—at least until its October 20 showdown with top-ranked Miami. But Brigham Young's 28-21 upset victory over the Hurricanes on Saturday put the Irish back on top and into the spotlight, whether they like it or not.

"College football has really deteriorated," joked Head Coach Holtz after seeing the latest Associated Press poll following Monday's practice. "It should help ticket sales."

Holtz may have joked about Notre Dame's number-one ranking after practice, but he appeared anything but jovial to the players on the field. With Saturday's Michigan opener only five days away, the Irish turned up the intensity several notches.

Temper flared, minor skirmishes broke out and Holtz eventually sought refuge in the observation tower overlooking the field.

"I went up there to jump," said Holtz, who once vowed never to watch practice from the tower unless he planned to jump from it. "Actually, I went up there to keep from strangeling somebody—namely me."

Holtz later said that the practice session was the product of several weeks of frustrating off-field problems and a desire of the team to prove it deserves its top spot in the polls despite not yet having played a game.

Still, Holtz believes his team relishes the challenge.

"It's nice to have been number one for three straight years at one time or another," Holtz said. "But that doesn't have anything to do with how this ballclub will handle it (the pressure)."

"This ballclub will handle it well, but not because the somebody says we're number one."

Consistency on offense has been a problem throughout the season so far. Quarterback Rick Mirer's ability to avoid trouble, though, has been key.

"Rick's coming along," said Holtz. "His concentration is very good right now. He looks comfortable, and he's doing things well."

Soccer teams miss big upsets

Men lose to Duke, N.C. State in Metropolitan Classic

By RICH KURZ
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's soccer team took to the road with high hopes going into this past weekend's Metropolitan Life Classic in Durham, N.C. While the team offered two losses, 5-2 against Duke and 2-1 at the hands of N.C. State, the positive outlook of the team wasn't diminished in the least.

The Irish knew they would have their hands full with the Duke Blue Devils, who were ranked 10th in the nation and have time since climbed to the seventh spot in the Soccer America poll, but were sure they could play with Duke.

And play with them they did. The Blue Devils led off the scoring in the first half as Brian Benedict scored the first goal of the season on a shot that just eluded goalkeeper Peter Galli at the 23:30 mark.

Women defeated by powerhouse Duke, Greensboro

By DAVE DIETEMAN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's soccer team lost for the first time this season, falling 4-0 to Duke Saturday and 5-1 to UNC-Greensboro Sunday.

The Irish return home from their road trip with a season record of 1-2 after being dominated by the Blue Devils and coming up short against Greensboro. Still, there is no shame for the Irish in these losses, as Duke, now 3-0 and ranked in Division I, is a national soccer power of great renown, and Greensboro is perennially in the Top 20 of Division II.

"Against Duke, we were very tentative at the beginning," admitted Notre Dame head coach Pat Phelan. "The pressure and stigma of playing a ranked team had an effect on us. We gave them too much respect."

"They (Duke) were motivated because they have some players from South Bend on their team, as well as Dick Rosenhau's daughter, Mary Pat. It was a big game for those kids, and they are a very good team. On that day, they were better than us."

In that black Saturday against Duke, Notre Dame was held to a single shot on goal while the Blue Devils' frenzied attack captured the Irish defense with 20 shots. Despite the Duke goal-scoring derby, sophomore Irish goalkeeper Michelle Lotyga turned in a stunning performance in the net, recording 10 saves.

Notre Dame's Sunday afternoon performance was much improved.

Black clouds formed over ND after BYU beat Miami

By DAVE DIETEMAN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame campus felt more excited over an Irish football win or a Miami loss.

Good question. Nobody really expected the Hurricanes to lose to Brigham Young last Saturday, but Notre Dame lovers (and Miami haters) were in for a pleasant surprise.

The whole campus let out a collective jubilant scream as time expired and the Cougars escaped with a 28-21 victory. Anybody who was familiar with BYU's schedule, however, couldn't help but notice dark rain clouds forming over Notre Dame's Saturday night victory parade.

The rest of Brigham Young's regular-season schedule has the Cougars playing at home against such powerhouse as Washington State, San Diego State, Colorado State, New Mexico and Utah State. The Cougars' road schedule is just as weak; they will travel to Oregon, Air Force, Wyoming and Hawaii.

The Arizona State has a passing attack which could give Brigham Young some trouble. And some say that Washington State and Hawaii could pull off an upset against the Cougars. But any of those scenarios seem unlikely.

In other words, BYU is a virtual shoe-in to win the rest of its games and finish the season undefeated. And the Cougars, as members of the Western Athletic Conference, are tied to the December 29 Holiday Bowl, which does not offer nearly as much money as the major New Year's Day Bowls.

The same thing happened in 1984. The Cougars waltzed through an easy schedule and edged a weak (6-5) Michigan squad 17 in the Holiday Bowl to finish undefeated and claim the national championship. Holiday Bowl officials just wouldn't offer an attractive opponent for the top-ranked Cougars.

It may be different this year. Maybe the Holiday Bowl will release Brigham Young from its contract if the Cougars should fall short. BYU's new coach will take a cut in revenue to go to the Holiday Bowl if a title was at stake. But maybe not.

If the hurricanes had won on Saturday, there would have been nothing to celebrate. But now it appears as if the Irish might have to win all of their games to capture the national title. That is a difficult capture considering that Notre Dame has the toughest schedule any team has ever had since the NCAA began ranking strength of schedule.

It may be too early to start thinking about bowl games and national titles, but it certainly looks like Brigham Young has to be the favorite right now.

As co-organizer of the National College Sportswriters Football Poll, I felt obligated to explain why the Irish were not ranked and why Notre Dame, though slightly behind in first-place votes, had been selected as the team our voter from the Daily Nebraskan. This guy didn't even put the Irish, Michigan or Arkansas in his Top 20, saying that a) he didn't watch much football or b) didn't play yet.

So it looks like Notre Dame will have to wait another week (assuming the Irish beat Michigan State before they are number one in our poll. Unless the players on the field. Our fans have not come to the polls yet and one can only hope to leave Notre Dame off the next list when Tuesday. September 11, 1990.